OH MY GOD SEAL EBOARD MEETING NUMBER 1  
10/13/2013

First things first, NO VIGILANTING PEOPLE CMON

The 411 on meetings
• Now following “Roberts Rule”
• Implementing task forces for different projects with E-Board facilitators
• Getting EVR and Financial Certified (Nim sent an email)
• Using Powerpoints at each meeting

Rochester Soil and Conservation
• Marking storm drains with posters and markers
• Sunday 10/20/2013
• In Brighton, NY
• Still waiting on a place and a time
• Looking for different volunteers to help

Habitat for Humanity
• Possibly helping them build houses
• They always have different things going on
• Maybe work with the lacrosse team

E-Recycle
• Since we have contract problems we may have to do it in the spring
• One idea was handing out T-Shirts on the different days
• Doing several days of collection and store in warehouse
• Then, maybe testing some and selling them back to students
• Still need to finalize contract with the E-Vendor
• Also hand out informational pamphlets

T-Shirts:
• Designing SEAL tshirts with different variations
  ○ Black and white
  ○ Limited colors
• Possibility: 100% organic or made out of recycled bottles?
• Have the members purchase t-shirts
• Have a separate t-shirts for others to have

Community
• Talking to other schools and their clubs
• Having a sustainability conference in the spring
• “Environmental Summit”
• Using speakers and professors to help get the word out

Campaign:
• SEAL approval
  ○ Landing page on our website
• Talk to other clubs on campus
• Buttons?!

Food Drive:
• Getting food together for different food places
• Examples: Pittsford Food Cupboard, Recover Rochester

Recover Rochester:
• They take food from dining halls to soup kitchens
• Maybe using reusable tubs or sustainable packaging
• Tupperware trade (use task force?)

Pharmaceutical Drive
• Maybe this semester
• Same setup as e-recycle just for the pills